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Abstract

The effect of temperature on the resolution of (RS)-sotalol by immobilized cellobiohydrolase I (CBH I) was studied
between 5 and 408C and Van ’t Hoff plots of ln k versus 1 /T were acquired at different pH values of the aqueous mobile
phase and in the presence of varying organic cosolvents. The elution order of the enantiomers reverses in the range between
17 and 288C. Beyond this range, enantioseparations with comparatively high resolution factors are achieved either by
decreasing or by increasing the temperature. The composition of the mobile phase influences the ‘‘crossover’’ temperature as
well as the character of the global adsorption process of the (R)-(2)-enantiomer. Under certain conditions, (R)-(2)-sotalol
exhibits an unusual endothermic adsorption behavior. Its retention time increases with increasing temperature. At room
temperature (238C) the enantiomeric elution order can also be regulated by the solvent additive.  1999 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Enantiomer separation; Cellobiohydrolase I; Temperature effects; Mobile phase composition; Thermodynamic
parameters; Sotatol

1. Introduction stereodifferentiating pharmacological profile raised
much interest in chiral separation methods for this

Sotalol h49-[1-hydroxy-2-(isopropylamino)ethyl] compound.
methanesulfonanilidej is a chiral b-adrenoceptor In liquid chromatography, several chiral stationary
antagonist marketed as a racemate in the treatment of phases (CSPs) have shown the ability to separate the
hypertension, angina pectoris and cardiac arrhyth- enantiomers of a wide set of b-adrenoceptor antago-
mias [1,2]. The b-receptor blocking activity is nists, e.g., brush-type, protein and cellulose-derived
mainly attributed to the (R)-(2)-enantiomer (Fig. 1) CSPs [3–9]. However, the enantioseparation of
[1], while both (S)-(1)- and (R)-(2)-sotalol are sotalol proved to be troublesome and in many cases
equipotent class III antiarrhythmic agents [1,2]. The no or rather poor resolution was achieved [8–12].

The differing behavior observed may be causally
related to the structural differences between sotalol*Corresponding author. Tel: 149-761-2036335; fax: 149-761-
and the classical b-blockers of the aryloxy-2036351.

E-mail address: awfrahm@ruf.uni-freiburg.de (A.W. Frahm) propanolamine type (Fig. 1). Indeed, sotalol is
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Fig. 1. Structures of (R)-(2)-sotalol and the (S)-(2)-enantiomer of the classical b-receptor antagonists. According to the Cahn–Ingold–
Prelog (CIP) rules the designation of the asymmetric carbon atom of the sotalol enantiomer is reversed in comparison to the corresponding
enantiomer of the classical b-blockers of the aryloxypropanolamine type.

unique by its arylethanolamine moiety (pK 59.8) strongly influences the retention and enantioselec-a

and the acidic sulfonamide function (pK 58.3) tivity on CBH I [17,18]. In this particular case,a

causing the zwitterionic properties of the molecule. unusual effects occur in the temperature range
Among the protein-based CSPs immobilized cello- between 5 and 458C. The retention of the more

biohydrolase I (CBH I) was found to be the most retained (S)-(2)-enantiomer increases with rising
suitable for chiral analyses of b-receptor antagonists. temperature, while the retention factor of the less
The CBH I column gives large resolution factors for retained (R)-(1)-enantiomer is reduced. The endo-
almost all enantiomeric pairs of these compounds thermic adsorption behavior of (S)-(2)-propranolol
[6,13,14]. The major drawbacks of protein phases was only observed at higher pH values (pH 5.5). At
and CBH I columns in particular are strong peak lower pH (pH 4.7), the overall retention of each
tailings and low loading capacities even on analytical enantiomer is characterized by exothermic enthalpy
scale. Therefore, protein CSPs can only be restric- changes. In both cases, at pH 5.5 and pH 4.7, an
tively applied to preparative purposes. increase in temperature results in higher resolution

CBH I is an acidic glycoprotein with an isoelectric factors.
point of 3.9. As known for naturally occurring chiral Due to the comparatively low column tempera-
polymers, the enzyme provides a variety of binding tures, chiral separations by liquid chromatography
sites, including stereospecific and non-stereospecific are almost dominated by enthalpy control and thus
ones, that may contribute to the retention of the enantioselectivity improves with decreasing tempera-
analyte. Chiral recognition of basic compounds on ture. Entropy-governed enantioseparations, as ob-
CBH I is assumed to primarily depend on the served for the chiral resolution of (RS)-propranolol
formation of ion pair bindings with acidic amino acid on CBH I, are rare. Cabrera and Lubda [19] reported
residues located in the catalytic domain of the an instance of an entropically driven enantiosepara-
protein [6,15,16]. Hydrophobic interactions are in- tion on a b-cyclodextrin bonded phase in which the
volved in both achiral and chiral retention mecha- resolution factor of (RS)-prominal is diminished by
nisms [10,13,15]. decreasing temperature. It is evident that a progres-

Stereoselective separations on immobilised CBH I sive reduction of the column temperature will lower
are generally optimized by the composition of the the enantioselectivity to a minimum resulting in a
aqueous mobile phase [6,13–15]. Owing to the prime co-elution of the enantiomers at a certain tempera-
importance of ionic interactions, chiral resolution is ture. Below this ‘‘crossover’’ temperature the en-
mainly affected by the pH value of the buffer antiomers should elute in the opposite order.
solution. The ionic strength of the buffer as well as Since the temperature range applicable for the
the nature and concentration of organic modifiers are optimization of gas chromatographic separations is
further parameters which were used to control the broad, temperature dependent inversions of the en-
enantioseparation, whereas temperature effects were antiomeric elution order were first observed with this
often disregarded. However, experiments on (RS)- technique [20–24]. In high-performance liquid chro-
propranolol have shown that the temperature also matography (HPLC) only few examples are noted.
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Pirkle and Murray presented an interesting tempera- Squibb (Regensburg, Germany). All other chemicals
ture study from a brush-type CSP [25]. A change in were of HPLC- or analytical-grade.
temperature causes a peak inversion between 10 and
2258C, whereas above 108C the separation is en- 2.2. Apparatus

´hanced as the temperature is increased. Balmer et al.
described a reversal of the enantioselectivity on a The chromatographic system consisted of a Waters
cellulose-derived chiral column (Chiracel-OD) [26]. 501 HPLC pump (Waters, Eschborn, Germany), a
The inversion reported to take place only in the Rheodyne Model 7725 injector equipped with a
presence of a small water content in the nonaqueous 20-ml loop and a FD-500 programmable fluorescence
mobile phase occurs between 35 and 458C. A further detector from Groton Technology (Concord, MA,
example is given for a CSP based on a -glycoprotein USA). The temperature of the column was controlled1

(Chiral-AGP) where the enantiomeric elution order by a Jetstream 2 peltier column thermostat (VDS/
of mosapride and its metabolite was found to be Optilab, Montabaur, Germany) providing an accura-
temperature dependent and separation in the inverted cy of 60.58C. Chromatographic data were recorded
order is achieved above 308C and 208C, respectively using ChromStar Light software from SCPA (Stuhr,
[27]. It should be mentioned that peak inversions by Germany). The study was performed on a Chiral-
temperature changes were generally only observed CBH column (15034.0 mm I.D., 5 mm) (Chrom-
for separations with marginal enantioselectivity. tech) coupled with a corresponding guard column

Under special conditions (high pH, long column) (Chiral-CBH, 1033.0 mm I.D., 5 mm).
the enantiomers of sotalol can also be separated on a

¨CBH I column (Chiral-CBH, Chromtech, Hagersten, 2.3. Chromatographic conditions
Sweden) [6], even though the resolution is rather
poor when compared with those of the classical The mobile phase was a 0.01 M sodium phosphate
b-blockers. In our hands, this enantioseparation buffer (pH 6.0, 6.5, 7.0) containing 0%, 5%, 10%,
performed at ambient temperature was not reproduc- 15% (v/v) 2-propanol (2-PrOH) or 0%, 5%, 10%
ible day by day. This prompted us to study thorough- (v /v) acetonitrile (MeCN) and 0.05 mM disodium
ly the effect of the temperature on the chiral dis- EDTA. Prior to use the mobile phase was filtered
crimination process of (R)-(2)- and (S)-(1)-sotalol through a 0.45 mm RC (regenerated cellulose) filter
by CBH I. We established the prime importance of and degassed with a helium sparge. The flow-rate
this factor and could observe an inversion of the was adjusted to 0.9 ml /min. Fluorescence detection
enantiomeric elution order within the investigated was carried out at 250 nm (excitation wavelength,
temperature range. Furthermore, (R)-(2)-sotalol was l ) /315 nm (emission wavelength, l ). The hold-ex em

found to exhibit the same unusual endothermic up time was determined with potassium bromide by
adsorption behavior as previously reported for (S)- UV detection at 230 nm (t 51.40 min at a flow-rateM

(2)-propranolol. In the present study we extensively of 0.9 ml /min) and has been found not to change
investigate the influence of the mobile phase parame- with the temperature. Sample solutions of rac-sotalol
ters (nature and concentration of organic modifiers, (30 mg/ml) were prepared with the mobile phase. To
mobile phase pH) on the temperature dependence of verify the enantiomeric elution order a (S)-(1)-
the retention and enantioselectivity in the chiral sotalol enriched sample solution [(S)-(1)-sotalol
separation of (RS)-sotalol. HCl 15 mg/ml, (R)-(2)-sotalol HCl 7.5 mg/ml] was

used. Chromatographic data were collected in four
parallel runs. Most of the studies were performed on

2. Experimental two different Chiral-CBH columns to confirm the
validity of the observed effects.

2.1. Chemicals
2.4. Calculation

(S)-(1)-Sotalol hydrochloride and rac-sotalol hy-
drochloride were kindly provided by Bristol-Myers The retention factors of the (S)- and the (R)-
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enantiomer k , k and the separation factor a are Hence, the Van ’t Hoff equation can be used toS R

used to characterize the retention and the enantio- describe the temperature dependence of the retention
selectivity of the chiral separations as follows: k5 factor k [18]:
(t2t ) /t ; a5k /k for k .k and a5k /k forM M S R S R R S 0 0

DH 1 DSk .k where t is the retention time of one enantio-R S ]] ] ]]ln k 5 2 ? 1 1 ln f (3)R T Rmer, and t is the hold-up time.M

The shape of the peaks is described by the
The plot of ln k versus 1 /T permits the de-

asymmetry factor A , calculated from the widths ofS termination of the standard molar enthalpy of ad-
the descending slope of the peak (b) and the ascend- 0sorption DH from the slope of the line, while the
ing slope of the peak (a) at 13.5% of the peak height 0intercept is related to the adsorption entropy DS . A
as A 5b /a [28]. The resolution R was determined 0 0S S linear relationship is obtained if DH and DS do not
according to a modified resolution function for non-

change within the relevant temperature range (which
symmetrical peaks [28]. R is defined on the basis ofS is usually the case). Non-linear Van ’t Hoff plots are1the width of the trailing half of the first peak ( b )1 often due to a mixed retention mechanism and are
and the width of the leading half of the second peak

generally to be expected if the surface of the2 1 2( a ). Both b and a are measured at 13.5% of2 1 2 stationary phase is heterogeneous [18].
the height of each individual peak (h , h ). The1 2 In the separation of enantiomers by chromato-
modified resolution function yields two resolution

graphic methods chiral discrimination is determined
values for a pair of successive peaks, for the first

by the difference between the free energy of ad-
peak 0sorption of each enantiomer D DG [30,31]:S,R

t 2 t2 11 ]]]]]]]] 0 0 0R 5 ]]]]]S21 1 2 D DG 5 D DH 2 TD DSS,R S,R S,Rb 1 a 1 1 0.5 ln h /hœ1 2 2 1

KSand for the second peak ]5 2 RT ln (4)KR
t 2 t2 12 ]]]]]]]]R 5 ]]]]]S21 1 2 In Eq. (4), the subscript S corresponds arbitrarilyb 1 1 0.5 ln h /h 1 aœ1 1 2 2 to the more retained enantiomer, the subscript R to

0the less retained enantiomer. D DG is composedS,R
03. Thermodynamics of retention and of an enthalpic term, D DH , and an entropic term,S,R

0enantioselectivity TD DS , the latter of which is temperature depen-S,R

dent. At low temperatures enantioselectivity, ex-
0The molar Gibbs free energy of an adsorption pressed by D DG , is mainly influenced byS,R0 0process, DG , is expressed by: D DH . With increasing temperature the enthalpicS,R

term will be more and more compensated by0 0 0
DG 5 DH 2 TDS 5 2 RT ln K (1) 0TD DS . At a certain temperature, the isoenan-S,R

0tioselective temperature T , D DG equals zerowhere R is the universal gas constant and T the iso S,R

and the enantiomers are not longer separated. Aboveabsolute temperature (K). K represents the thermo-
T the elution order of the enantiomers reverses.dynamic equilibrium constant. Assuming that the iso

Enantioselectivity is now dominated by the entropicretention of an analyte on a stationary phase is
term.limited to one single type of mechanism, the equilib-

0The differences in adsorption enthalpy D DHrium constant is directly related to the retention S,R
0and adsorption entropy D DS are convenientlyfactor k [18,29]: S,R

obtained by plotting the natural logarithm of the
k 5 Kf (2)

separation factor a (a 5K /K ) versus the reciprocalS R

of the absolute temperature T [30,31]:
In Eq. (2), f represents the phase ratio of the

0 0column, calculated by the volume of the stationary D DH D DS1S,R S,R
]]] ] ]]]phase divided by the void volume of the column. ln a 5 2 ? 1 (5)R T R
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According to Eq. (4), the isoenantioselective
temperature T can be calculated as follows [31]:iso

0
D DHS,R
]]]T 5 (6)iso 0
D DSS,R

4. Results and discussion

CBH I-based chiral phases have been used suc-
cessfully for the chiral analyses of almost all
b-receptor antagonists. The (S)-enantiomer is re-
ported to be always the more retained component
[14]. Furthermore, the retention as well as the
separation factor have been found to correlate with
the hydrophobicity (log P) of the b-blockers [10].
The comparatively low enantioselectivity achieved in
the enantioseparation of sotalol on this CSP may be
causally related to both the structural differences and
the high hydrophilicity of the compound.

To investigate the effect of temperature on the
chiral resolution of sotalol by CBH I a study was
carried out between 5 and 408C. Since no details
were given about the stability of Chiral-CBH at 35
and 408C, high temperature exposure of the column
was kept as short as possible. Thus, a consistent
chromatographic performance of the protein CSP has
been ascertained. Fig. 2 shows the chromatograms
obtained at different temperatures when rac-sotalol
is separated on Chiral-CBH using a mobile phase
consisting of 5% 2-propanol in phosphate buffer, pH
7.0. The chromatographic data for the enantiosepara-
tions are given in Table 1. The retention time of the
second eluted (S)-(1)-enantiomer rapidly decreases
with increasing temperature, while the (R)-(2)-en-
antiomer exhibits an unusual endothermic adsorption
behavior as previously observed for (S)-(2)-propran-
olol [17,18]. Hence, an increase in temperature
results in slightly higher retention times for (R)-(2)-
sotalol. As a consequence of the opposite behavior of
both enantiomers, the enantioselectivity is reduced
by raising the column temperature up to 258C.
Between 25 and 308C the enantiomeric elution order

Fig. 2. Influence of temperature on the chiral separation of (RS)-reverses with the (S)-(1)-enantiomer being less
sotalol on Chiral-CBH. Conditions: column, Chiral-CBH (5 mm),retained at higher temperatures. The Van ’t Hoff plots
15034 mm I.D.; mobile phase, 5% 2-propanol in 0.01 M sodium

resulting from this temperature study are illustrated phosphate buffer, pH 7.0; flow-rate, 0.9 ml /min; detection,
by Fig. 3. The negative slope of the plot of the fluorescence 250 nm (l ) /315 nm (l ); sample, 20 ml of aex em

(R)-(2)-enantiomer corresponds to an endothermic solution of (RS)-sotalol HCl (0.03 mg/ml) in the mobile phase.
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Table 1
aEffect of temperature on the chromatographic data for the chiral separation of (RS)-sotalol

Temperature (8C) k k a R R A AS R S S S R S S S R

5 11.58 5.79 2.00 5.36 5.90 1.53 1.61
10 10.11 5.93 1.71 4.43 4.75 1.56 1.80
15 8.79 6.06 1.45 3.35 3.51 1.49 1.71
20 7.76 6.17 1.26 2.14 2.19 1.49 1.75
25 6.78 6.26 1.08 – – – –
30 5.92 6.39 1.08 – – – –
35 5.29 6.42 1.21 2.36 2.26 1.50 1.65
40 4.87 6.36 1.31 3.37 3.22 1.39 1.54

a Column: Chiral-CBH (5 mm), 15034 mm I.D. Mobile phase: 5% 2-propanol in 0.01 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. Flow-rate: 0.9
21ml min .

adsorption enthalpy. The Van ’t Hoff plots of the two binding sites contributing to the overall retention of
enantiomers intersect at the isoenantioselective tem- the solute. Fornstedt et al. have illustrated the errors
perature (T ) which was calculated from the regres- arising from the direct derivation of the thermo-iso

sion equations presented in Fig. 3 to be 27.88C dynamic parameters of adsorption from the Van ’t
(300.8 K). Beyond T , good separations with Hoff plots of the retention factors [18]. Hence, in thisiso

comparatively high resolution factors are obtained paper we dispense with details about adsorption
either by decreasing or by increasing the tempera- enthalpies and entropies.
ture. From 5 to 308C the Van ’t Hoff plots are nearly Further experiments with varying mobile phases
linear, whereas at higher temperatures non-linear were created in order to extensively study the
behavior, especially for the descending plot, indi- temperature dependence of the retention factors and
cates a change in the retention mechanism. Chiral the enantioselectivity in the chiral separation of (RS)-
protein phases must be considered as heterogeneous sotalol. The endothermic characteristic of the ad-
surfaces which include various chiral and achiral sorption process of (R)-(2)-sotalol is not observed

Fig. 3. Van ’t Hoff plots for the separation of the enantiomers of sotalol on Chiral-CBH. Temperature range, 5–408C; mobile phase, 5%
2-propanol in 0.01 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0; flow-rate, 0.9 ml /min; symbols, mean of four injections, (d) (S)-(1)-sotalol, (j)
(R)-(2)-sotalol; error bars, standard deviation.
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for any mobile phase used. In some cases, the thereby possibly affects the enantioselectivity [6,15].
retention time of the (R)-(2)-enantiomer remains Using a mobile phase without an organic modifier,
almost constant over the entire temperature range. In the global adsorption processes of both enantiomers
other cases, both enantiomers exhibit an exothermic are exothermic. The addition of 5% 2-propanol or of
adsorption behavior. However, the temperature de- 10% acetonitrile changes the character of the global
pendence of the retention factors of (S)-(1)- and adsorption of (R)-(2)-sotalol which now exhibits a
(R)-(2)-sotalol always strongly differs so that an slightly endothermic behavior. When the buffer
inversion in the elution order by changes in tempera- solutions without an organic solvent or with 5%
ture is obtained in each series of experiments with 2-propanol are used as the mobile phase, the peak
the ‘‘crossover’’ temperature T depending on the coalescence occurs at 27.18C and 27.88C, respective-iso

composition of the mobile phase. The reversal of the ly, and thus the (R)-(2)-enantiomer is first eluted at a
enantioselectivity generally occurs within the range temperature of 238C. Using the mobile phase con-
of the ambient temperature, i.e., between 17 and taining 10% acetonitrile, separation in the inverted
288C. order is already observed at temperatures above 188C

The effect of the addition of an uncharged organic (T 517.88C) and thereby the (R)-(2)-enantiomer isiso

modifier to the buffer solution on the Van ’t Hoff more retained at 238C (Fig. 5). In the enthalpy-
plots of (S)-(1)- and (R)-(2)-sotalol is presented in controlled separations below T as well as in theiso

Fig. 4. An organic modifier influences the hydro- entropically driven separations above T an im-iso

phobic interactions of the solute with both the chiral provement of the enantioselectivity is achieved if
and achiral binding sites [6,10,13,15]. As expected, 2-propanol is added to the buffer solution. Acetoni-
the retention times of both enantiomers decrease by trile as the mobile phase additive has only a minor
the addition of an organic solvent to the mobile influence on the enantioselectivity and the higher
phase. Owing to the increasing peak symmetry, the resolution factors for the enantioseparations at 258C
resolution R between the two peaks is improved. and 308C merely result from the comparatively lowS

Furthermore, an organic solvent may induce con- coalescence temperature T .iso

formational changes in the protein structure and Interesting effects on the thermodynamic functions

Fig. 4. Influence of the organic modifier on the Van ’t Hoff plots of (R)-(2)- and (S)-(1)-sotalol. Temperature range, 5–408C; mobile
phase, 0.01 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 d s without an organic modifier (T 527.18C), j h with 5% 2-propanol addediso

(T 527.58C), m n with 10% acetonitrile added (T 517.88C); symbols, mean of four injections, (S)-(1)-sotalol (filled symbols),iso iso

(R)-(2)-sotalol (blank symbols).
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Fig. 5. Influence of the composition of the mobile phase on the elution order of the sotalol enantiomers on Chiral-CBH. Conditions: column,
Chiral-CBH (5 mm), 15034 mm I.D.; flow-rate, 0.9 ml /min; temperature, 238C; detection, fluorescence 250 nm (l ) /315 nm (l );ex em

sample, 20 ml of a solution of (R)-(2)- and (S)-(1)-sotalol HCl in the ratio 1:2; mobile phase, 0.01 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0
containing (A) 5% 2-propanol, (B) 10% acetonitrile.

of the global adsorption process are obtained by time at temperatures between 10 and 408C, but at
changes in the modifier concentrations. Figs. 6 and 7 58C the retention factor remains unchanged.
show the Van ‘t Hoff plots of the (S)-(1)- and In chiral separations of classical b-blockers on
(R)-(2)-enantiomer at various concentrations of 2- CBH I a slight improvement of the enantioselectivity
propanol and acetonitrile, respectively. An increase is usually obtained if the percentage of 2-propanol is
in the 2-propanol concentration generally reduces the enhanced [6,10,13]. In our studies on rac-sotalol
retention time of (S)-(1)-sotalol (Fig. 6). For the such a positive effect is limited to the enantio-
(R)-(2)-enantiomer the character of the adsorption separations above T which are governed by en-iso

behavior varies with the modifier concentration being tropic factors, while for the enthalpy-controlled
endothermic with 5% 2-propanol and exothermic separations below T an increase in the 2-propanoliso

with 15% 2-propanol. Therefore, a higher percentage concentration results in smaller resolution factors
of 2-propanol causes a diminution of the retention (Table 2). Similar effects of the modifier concen-

Fig. 6. Influence of the 2-propanol concentration on the Van ’t Hoff plots of (R)-(2)- and (S)-(1)-sotalol. Temperature range, 5–408C;
mobile phase, 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 containing d s 5% 2-PrOH (T 527.68C), j h 10% 2-PrOH (T 526.08C), m n 15%iso iso

2-PrOH (T 523.88C); symbols, mean of four injections, (S)-(1)-sotalol (filled symbols), (R)-(2)-sotalol (blank symbols).iso
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Fig. 7. Influence of the acetonitrile concentration on the Van ’t Hoff plots of (R)-(2)- and (S)-(1)-sotalol. Temperature range, 5–358C;
mobile phase, 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 containing d s 5% acetonitrile (T 522.78C), j h 10% acetonitrile (T 517.88C);iso iso

symbols, mean of four injections, (S)-(1)-sotalol (filled symbols), (R)-(2)-sotalol (blank symbols).

tration on the enantioselectivity were observed with protonated. The Van ’t Hoff plots of (S)-(1)- and
acetonitrile as the mobile phase additive (Fig. 7). (R)-(2)-sotalol chromatographed at different pH
According to Fornstedt and co-workers [18,32], the values are illustrated by Fig. 8. The retention times
stronger peak tailing generally obtained for (R)-(2)- of both enantiomers extensively increase with in-
sotalol (Tables 1 and 2) can be explained by the creasing mobile phase pH. A reduction of pH
slower mass transfer kinetics of this enantiomer at influences the thermodynamic functions for the
the enantioselective adsorption sites. global adsorption process of (R)-(2)- and (S)-(1)-

The pH value of the buffer solution was found to sotalol in an opposite way with the two Van ’t Hoff
be of prime importance for the chiral resolution of plots approaching each other. As a result, the enan-
basic compounds on Chiral-CBH [6,10,13,15]. In the tioselectivities of both the enthalpy- and entropy-
pH range used for the enantioseparations of b-block- controlled separations are rapidly lowered by a
ers, i.e., pH 5 to 7, the net charge of the protein is decrease of the mobile phase pH. Indeed, good
negative, whereas the basic function of the solute is separations are only obtained at pH 7.0. At lower pH

Table 2
aInfluence of 2-propanol concentration on the chiral separation of (RS)-sotalol at different temperatures

Temperature Organic modifier: k k a R R A AS R S S S R S S S R

(8C) 2-propanol (%)

10 5 10.11 5.93 1.71 4.43 4.75 1.56 1.80
10 9.38 5.75 1.63 3.92 4.20 1.46 1.56
15 8.26 5.64 1.46 2.90 3.07 1.30 1.46

35 5 5.29 6.42 1.21 2.36 2.26 1.50 1.65
10 4.58 5.72 1.25 2.57 2.47 1.34 1.41
15 3.99 5.05 1.27 2.49 2.38 1.42 1.37

a Column: Chiral-CBH (5 mm), 15034 mm I.D. Mobile phase: 2-propanol in 0.01 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. Flow-rate: 0.9 ml
21min .
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Fig. 8. Influence of the mobile phase pH on the Van ’t Hoff plots of (R)-(2)- and (S)-(1)-sotalol. Temperature range, 5–358C; mobile
phase, 5% 2-propanol in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, d s pH 7.0 (T 527.58C), j h pH 6.5 (T 526.08C), m n pH 6.0 (T 524.38C);iso iso iso

symbols, mean of four injections, (S)-(1)-sotalol (filled symbols), (R)-(2)-sotalol (blank symbols).

values (pH 6.5 and pH 6.0) the chromatographic on CSPs should be critically considered, especially if
resolution R is deteriorated by a strong peak tailing the extent of chiral recognition is marginal.S

observed particularly for the (R)-(2)-enantiomer.
The influence of the ionic strength of the mobile
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